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Bigo live app reviews

4.47.2 December 16, 2020 Now you can team up with 4-10 more users for a more dynamic experience, with the option to form your own group with friends or have Bigo Live set up with a team. You can also now add tags to your profile to instantly show your interests and personality. And finally, we've made it easier than ever to
understand which gifts your favorite broadcasters love most so you can show your appreciation and become a desire tutor! 4.46.2 December 8, 2020 Launch the pet feature in the live broadcast room, where anchors and audience can raise pets together! Add diamond mission to the live room, you can finish the daily and weekly mission to
get massive diamonds and awesome rewards for you! Add the Quick Return to Live Room feature, you can quickly return to your favorite host! Adding Combined Shipping to the drawing gift, come try it! 4.46.1 November 26, 2020 Launch the pet feature in the live broadcast room, where anchors and audience can breed pets together! Add
diamond mission to the live room, you can finish the daily and weekly mission to get massive diamonds and awesome rewards for you! Add the Quick Return to Live Room feature, you can quickly return to your favorite host! Adding Combined Shipping to the drawing gift, come try it! 4.45.3 November 18, 2020 Launch the pet feature in the
live broadcast room, where anchors and audience can raise pets together! Add diamond mission to the live room, you can finish the daily and weekly mission to get massive diamonds and awesome rewards for you! Add the Quick Return to Live Room feature, you can quickly return to your favorite host! Adding Combined Shipping to the
drawing gift, come try it! 4.44.5 November 6, 2020 Launch the pet feature in the live broadcast room, where anchors and audience can raise pets together! Add diamond mission to the live room, you can finish the daily and weekly mission to get massive diamonds and awesome rewards for you! Add the Quick Return to Live Room
feature, you can quickly return to your favorite host! Adding Combined Shipping to the drawing gift, come try it! 4.44.4 4 November 1, 2020 Launch the pet feature in the live broadcast room, where anchors and audience can raise pets together! Add diamond mission to the live room, you can finish the daily and weekly mission to get
massive diamonds and awesome rewards for you! Add the Quick Return to Live Room feature, you can quickly return to your favorite host! Adding Combined Shipping to the drawing gift, come try it! 4.44.3 30 October 2020 Launches the pet function in the live broadcast room, where anchors and audiences can raise pets together! Add
Diamond Mission to The Live Room, You Can Finish The Mission and weekly to get massive diamonds and awesome rewards for you! Add the Quick Return to Live Room feature, you can quickly return to your favorite host! Adding Combined Shipping to the drawing gift, come try it! 4.43.1 September 23, 2020 Launch the pet feature in
the live broadcast room, where anchors and audience can raise pets together! Add live diamond mission You can finish the daily and weekly mission to get massive diamonds and awesome rewards for you! Add the Quick Return to Live Room feature, you can quickly return to your favorite host! Adding Combined Shipping to the drawing
gift, come try it! 4.42.1 September 14, 2020 Launch the pet feature in the live broadcast room, where anchors and audience can raise pets together! Add diamond mission to the live room, you can finish the daily and weekly mission to get massive diamonds and awesome rewards for you! Add the Quick Return to Live Room feature, you
can quickly return to your favorite host! Adding Combined Shipping to the drawing gift, come try it! 4.41.1 August 29, 2020 Launch the pet feature in the live broadcast room, where anchors and audience can raise pets together! Add diamond mission to the live room, you can finish the daily and weekly mission to get massive diamonds
and awesome rewards for you! Add the Quick Return to Live Room feature, you can quickly return to your favorite host! Adding Combined Shipping to the drawing gift, come try it! 4.40.3 19 August 2020 Launch the pet feature in the live broadcast room, where anchors and audience can raise pets together! Add diamond mission to the live
room, you can finish the daily and weekly mission to get massive diamonds and awesome rewards for you! Add the Quick Return to Live Room feature, you can quickly return to your favorite host! Adding Combined Shipping to the drawing gift, come try it! 4.39.1 August 11, 2020 Launches pet function in the live broadcast room, where
anchors and audience can raise pets together! Add diamond mission to the live room, you can finish the daily and weekly mission to get massive diamonds and awesome rewards for you! Add the Quick Return to Live Room feature, you can quickly return to your favorite host! Adding Combined Shipping to the drawing gift, come try it!
4.38.2 2 July 24, 2020 Launch the pet feature in the live broadcast room, where anchors and audience can raise pets together! Add diamond mission to the live room, you can finish the daily and weekly mission to get massive diamonds and awesome rewards for you! Add the Quick Return to Live Room feature, you can quickly return to
your favorite host! Adding Combined Shipping to the drawing gift, come try it! 4.37.5 7 July 2020 Family adds a new role –the role of the administration!!! The administrator owns the following special rights:1. review your app2 information. remove members3. Silence4. edits the ad for group5. admin invited members do not need the
approval of the family leader 4.37.3 June 28, 2020 Family adds a new role —the role of the administrator!!! The administrator owns the special rights:1. review your app2 information. remove members3. Silence4. edits the ad for group5. invited members by admin no need for family leader approval 4.36.6 June 18, 2020 Three rounds 2
wins PK mode is added, shorten the duration of the PK, increase the PK round, victory and loss is more interesting! 4.35.4 May 25, 2020 Three rounds are added 2 PK mode wins, shorten PK duration, increase PK round, win and loss is over 4.34.4 May 3, 2020 Three rounds are added 2 PK mode wins, shorten the duration of the PK,
increase the PK round, victory and loss is more interesting! 4.33.4 April 26, 2020 TEAM PK comes ~ which supports PK 3V3 mode in the broadcasting room. Come and have fun with your friends from cooperation and confrontation. 4.33.2 April 14, 2020 TEAM PK comes ~ which supports PK 3V3 mode in the broadcasting room. Come
and have fun with your friends from cooperation and confrontation. 4.32.5 March 31, 2020 TEAM PK comes ~ which supports PK 3V3 mode in the broadcasting room. Come and have fun with your friends from cooperation and confrontation. 4.32.4 March 27, 2020 TEAM PK comes ~ which supports PK 3V3 mode in the broadcasting
room. Come and have fun with your friends from cooperation and confrontation. 4.31.2 March 11, 2020 Magic Gift is】 added comic effect to the gift~ Another surprise after sending gifts to interact with broadcasters. 4.30.1 February 20, 2020 Magic Gift is coming】Speical effect is added to gift~Another surprise after gift sending to interact
with the broadcasters. 4.29.5 22 January 2020 Combo for screen-smash is coming! It would be even more fun and interesting! 4.28.3 10 January 2020 The drawing gift is coming! Paint with gifts, have more fun and express more love~ 4.28.2 January 8, 2020 The drawing gift is coming! Paint with gifts, have more fun, and express more
love ~ 4.27.2 December 17, 2019 Drawing Gift is coming! Paint with gifts, have more fun, and express more love ~ 4.26.3 December 4, 2019 Drawing Gift is coming! Paint with gifts, have more fun and express more love ~ BIGO LIVE-Live Stream, Go Live Reviews Don't download standard level beam, if you don't have a lot of diamonds
that don't care about you. I got my profile banned so much cause of people wrongly reporting me for promoting warning there are a lot of jealous people in this app. I've contacted BIGO before and NEVER had an answer as to why I was banned. The women in this app does a lot worse in this app then I do, but the difference between me
and them is that they have many diamonds (beans). Which gives them the upper hand of letting them do what they want. Only in this app barely 3 weeks and almost close to 3k fans and I'm rarely there. Which is because I'm banned for 24 hours again or I'm busy with my life. I'm not the kind of person who likes to write a paragraph about
a problem, I'm just going to just go down or ignore it. I've been adant as a few things is wrong with this app. They want to clean friendly, but can't pull off the chat saying nun, but disrespectful things for women, racism or ignorant comments. If this means 18 years or more we technically grow. The women here are slow grinding and
twerking here. Yours is money involved with this application and BIGO only concerned about the people they get paid for. They don't care about the lower level. This is pretty much an adult app The app is great! 90% of the people here are horrible! You almost have has showing body parts and not being banned, people trying to get people
to send money, then kick and block it as soon as they talk again! This app could be great if you don't promote half of the with body parts falling to make money! They also seem to let things slide when the person makes them money! Apple should probably remove this app if not for the material then for the copyright PPV stream that the
mods just let go! I've meant some really awesome people who really enjoy conversations but don't make the money from developers because they refuse to dress less and shake their body parts around! This app is attracting the wrong crowd of people who are watching and are just there to ask people to show them stuff! It doesn't matter
how many times you inform them that they are still there asking for things!! Bigo needs to start steering away from half the naked people and put more effort into helping true streamers who want meaningful conversations succeed! PLEASE FIX THIS OK ISSUE, don't spoil me, BIGO is literally one of my favorite apps. It's my absolute
favorite broadcasting app and since I became an official host I've only loved it more. But there's a problem that's driving me crazy. So, when I became a host I went to my profile and for my career I put Officer BIGO Host and it worked. Then I realized a week later he was gone. So I filled it in again, but said my post had inappropriate
content. I put Official Host instead and said the same thing. I put Host and still said the same thing. I see broadcasters/hosts all over the app and their career says the same thing. I thought it just has to be a bug/glitch in the app. I recently updated it but I'm still having the issue and it's driving me crazy. I'd really appreciate it if I could look at
it. The social streaming app/live streaming number 1 So you wouldn't love an app that allows you from the comfort of your home to interact with people. I have so many friends abroad makes me feel like a traveler of the world. Great things about the app is that you have the ability to translate a foreign language in real time. Live audio
allows you to feel as if you are on a podcast/live radio station that is interactive. The community is unique in a way in which there is a lot of demographic data of people from all walks of life. YDn error. You want to see people cooking, they have ! Do you want to hear an undiscovered singer-songwriter? They have it ! The list goes on. Or
just meet people from all over the world and make friends / network and enjoy! The world of bigo ! What are you waiting for to download !!! Bigo is not a place to entertain guys, to let you know I've been spending in this app. I've spent over thousands of dollars a week, but after what had happened to my user lately it's not right and I had
bigoameric email ask if I could get more help from Singapore regarding my problems with what happens to my Obviously they don't care and didn't reply to my email. Perhaps another would be a better place for me and my idol. Threatening my idol using profanity is much more what they do best. It's supposed to be banned, but because
the idol has made a lot of money for bigo they didn't care and take action on what's going on. In this case, I'd think bigo would act responsibly and take action from idols that threaten other idols and speak ill of users, but quite their not true beam doesn't care. This should be brought to everyone who spends there money here, but be
treated like shit. ⚠️WARNING⚠️ don't download!!!! A star is being nice. For one of the many problems in this app, it promotes pornography. Secondly, completely messed up my phone. It turned the screen green when I was in the app, and when I finished editing a video, my phone said I had a text and made the sound like someone was
texting me, but didn't let me read it! I immediately deleted the app and then reset my phone. (After which I could read the text.) Nothing like that has happened since I deleted the app, so I'm almost 100% positive that it was this app. Just download this app if it's ok with your phone crashing and possibly being hacked! Oh, and see people
practically naked! Again, a star is being as nice as I could manage. If they let you score -1,000 stars I would. DON'T DOWNLOAD! All it does is take space on your phone and probably cuts it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Really Bigo? I gave the app three stars because you can meet some great people here, and have fun. However, Bigo's constant display
of favouritism and lack of accountability is ridiculous. I was essentially banned from eating. And then I was permanently banned and then my account was returned. Bigo will attend to the girls who make them money, the people who will make them money. So if you are a smaller account, you can block it and not think twice about it. Bigo
always says they'll pay more attention, but they don't. The girls are still half-naked, just for beans.  ♀ ️. But someone will be banned if they are just cooling down and talking. Bigo should do better. It also takes a long time to inform anyone like boys or even girls that they shouldn't be doing anything.. Disappointed Im very annoyed that
I've had Bigo for over a year now and my account was banned class A for pornographic content I never get in my live and show any of this or twerk how they allow the rest of the slut women to make a bigo is very biased with who they decide to ban that they will let certain women get going and dance and dress up in lingerie and a bra and
not prohibit them but let them me or any colorful woman make our it will be permanently banned im so angry that I was banned for something I've never been informed by haters and banned for it, so it's not ok BIGO to stop allowing certain people to go against BIGO rules and then ban others for anyone not Or BECAUSE RHEY ARENT A



STAR lll or have 500k followers the rules should apply to everyone not just some smh and sent messages to you and no response I want my account to unseal anyone who knows me there knows that it doesn't put me in and show inappropriate things all I do is !!! Wellllllllll... ,,,,, I don't understand how little the people of New York are like
everywhere and went to do well one is as if a type of credit card or gift card or money over there phone because if they're not going to cut my phone off and then I can't talk to you anymore and I feel really ,I mean there's no one who talked to you for a little while until they're ready to meet and then you might wonder or what ever, but
knowing first not to send any kind of money or credit cards because I would never meet that person anyway I'm talking to one right now and have good vibes from it , but now you want a credit card what I already believe lol ,just my luck, and then it's like oh, you don't trust me, I haven't yet known me seriously, I don't know anymore this is
like gambling... Nice app with few improvements needed I've been using this app for about 3 years. It's a nice app and connects people from different countries in a different way than other social media apps. However, I would like to add the microphone's silent feature to the live broadcast the way one in multi-guests or voice broadcast.
This would help hosts maintain streaming while receiving a call on their other phone or need to answer someone without having to interrupt the live broadcast. Also, please reduce the cost of gifts a little or reduce the experience points needed to upgrade to the next level. Great app I love this app! I started using it just to overcome social
anxiety and share ideas to people all over the world. Bigo Live is a bridge between me and friends, and helping me overcome so many challenges and make new friends. Also, I've met some amazing hosts and broadcasters. The community is unique in a way in which there is a lot of demographic data of people from all walks of life. YDn
error. Thank you very much! Also, I would recommend this to anyone who is an artist of any kind! If you want to be discovered and reach a large audience here is the app for you. There is no payment that I have been working on for this application and have borrowed money and have not yet received my deposit. When we eno eno eno
eno us in all they can say is to keep waiting for a touch so as not to have to pay. They don't have any numbers for you to call so you have to message every day just because you don't give any proof your money has been sent. I've literally sent message after message I haven't gotten any where nor have I received my money almost a
month now. So the update not only waiting for payment that I have been banned for no reason for 3 days why they owe me money. I didn't break any rules that say it's because of nudity, but I was completely clothed why so many girls there are naked. I have sent so many messages to have to be punished for That's not right I'm to the
point if your search for an app this isn't it. Good Idea / Badly Regulated So BIGO is an adult social media platform similar to TikTok, etc. They claim to have all these rules, which they don't follow. This app is basically used 75% of the time for pornographic reasons. Most hosts use this app to promote their private sites/snapchats. They
claim to be against this, but since these hosts are the ones who bring in most viewers and get gifted as much as they turn a blind eye to it. I don't have a problem with it but don't be fake about it. Also your exchange rate for gifts is about 70% of this is the way they make a huge bank. Double standards for male and female hosts are
rampant, and you can be banned for man to cross dressing woman that leads me to believe that they are not the most LGBT-friendly app. This app is not for children and garlic! A TERRIBLE FOLLOW-UP! I have to admit, I loved this app... at first! I had no idea what to do at first and I was banned from wearing a swimsuit in my hammock.
Cool well. The second you rip me off send me to other girls who are in a bikini in a hot tub with another girl?!? Skimmed like hell!!!!! I was in a frightening bikini and they banned my account and took all my income. I have a great social media following. They helped me get where I was EVERY TIME. No one ever, ever understood why I
was banned? Would I have pyjamas, or maybe I'd shown my stomach? It's so small! I'VE SEEN WOMEN HERE EVERY DAY DO MORE THAN I'VE DONE AND ARE THEY OK TO DO IT?! So, I arrived and let them know that I want my income or I'm suing you. Idc if you think you're a fancy app, actually, you sheist-ily take money ppls
and cut them off from it and is that what you see fit? Hmmm, do you hit another ppl in your place? DO YOU NEED IMPROVEMENT!!! Asap!!! Helping you reach a large audience! When I first landed on this app I'm not aware of what live streaming with everything about. I was able to quickly understand how to use the app and could see
the benefit I would be able to make in my life. It took a bit to get used to being in front of a camera, but overall it's been an awesome experience. I would recommend this to anyone who is an artist of any kind! If you want to be discovered and reach a large audience here is the app for you. A better way to contact apps Now you can contact
BIGO LIVE-Live Stream, go to Go Live customer service directly via email through our new site: AppContacter.com Contact BIGO LIVE-Live Stream, Go Live directly Yes. BIGO LIVE-Live Stream, Go Live is quiet but use with caution. This is based on our NP analysis (natural language processing) of over 22,666 reviews of users obtained
from Appstore and the appstore's cumulative rating of 3.9692/5. Justuseapp security score for BIGO LIVE-Live Stream, Go Live is 32.4/100. It's BIGO LIVE-Live LIVE-Live Go Legit alive? Yes. BIGO LIVE-Live Stream, Go Live is legitimate, but not 100% legitimate for us. This conclusion came by running more than 22,666 BIGO LIVE-Live
Stream, Go Live User Reviews through our NP machine learning process to determine whether users believe the app is legitimate or not. Based on this, Justuseapp Legitimacy Score for BIGO LIVE-Live Stream, Go Live Is 32.4/100. It's BIGO LIVE-Live Stream, Go Live doesn't work? BIGO LIVE-Live Stream, Go Live works most of the
time. If it doesn't work for you, we recommend you excerce some patience and re-entry later or Contact Support. Reported Issues: 1 Comments from Matthew Daniels Dec 31 2020 This page has my profile information and where I bought my diamonds and is not showing my order on my page. Have a problem with BIGO LIVE-Live
Stream, Go Live? Why should I report a problem with BIGO LIVE-Live Stream, Go Live? Pulling problems faced by users like you is a good way to get the attention of BIGO LIVE-Live Stream, Go live to your problem using the strength of the crowds. We have developed a system that will try to get in touch with a company once a problem
is reported and with a lot of reported problems, companies will definitely listen. Importantly, customers can learn from other customers in case the problem is a common issue that has been fixed before. If you're a BIGO LIVE-Live Stream, Go Live customer and are running into a problem, Justuseapp might not be the fastest and most
effective way to solve the problem, but at least you can warn others using BIGO LIVE-Live Stream, Go Live. Live.
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